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Volume and Velocity

• Making Money on Every Call

• Giving Good Voicemail

• Lunch

• Quality over Quantity

• Closing Techniques

• Action Planning
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Recruiter’s Perspective:

“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”

Client’s Perspective

“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Our success is a function of our ability to 

help our clients make money and save 
money.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Client Perspective

Client

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Definitions

Issue 

-noun

• 1 b : a vital or unsettled matter <economic issues> 

Trend

-noun

1 : a line of general direction or movement 

2 a : a prevailing tendency or inclination 

. . . that could effect a company.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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• Can be social, technological, economic 

and/or political variables

• Can be converging, diverging, speeding 

up, slowing down or interacting

• Can be unique to an industry or sector, 

or more generalized

• Are neither positive or negative. They 

just ARE.

Issues & Trends

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Current Examples

• Shifting political winds

• Disruptive technologies

• Shifting consumer buying patterns

• Uncertainty in Affordable Care Act

• Global warming

• ?

• ?

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Client Perspective

Client

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Information Sources: Issues/Trends
• Consumer News Sources

• Online news sources

• Local or national newspapers

• TV and radio

• Cocktail conversations

• Business News Sources
• Wall Street Journal

• Internet News sources

• Business Week

• Forbes

• Industry/Functional News Sources
• Earnings Calls

• On-line newsletters

• Trade Publications (editorials)

• Specialized conferences (think content)

• Blogs

• Client newsletters/e-zines

• Specialized associations

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Definitions

Problem

-noun

a : an intricate unsettled question b : a source of 

perplexity

Opportunity

-noun

a: a favorable juncture of circumstances <the halt 

provided an opportunity for rest and refreshment>

b: a good chance for advancement or progress 

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Problem

Brain Drain

Issue/Trend

Shifting 

demographics
Opportunity

Increased market 
demand for services, 
product

Causalities

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Problem

Uncertainty in future plan 

options
Issue/Trend

Possible changes in 

Affordable Care Act
Opportunity

New underwriting 

requirements

Causalities

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Problem

Attracting buyers into 

brick and mortar
Issue/Trend

Shifting consumer 

buying patterns
Opportunity

Demand for packaging 
products increasing

Causalities

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Client Perspective

Client
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Client Perspective

Client

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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New Perspective

• Here’s what we do:

We help companies find, attract and hire talent to 

solve problems and capture opportunities that will 

help them make money and reduce expenses to 

increase their profits.

• Remember:

Our success is a function of our ability to help our 

clients make money and save money.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Types of Money Calls

• Marketing Calls

• Business Development Calls

• Job Order/Spec Development Calls

• Candidate Development Calls

• Presentation Calls

• Prep Calls

• Debrief Calls

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Money Calls 

• Begin the call with Conviction and Bias for 

Action.

• Gather information by asking questions to 

understand Issues & Trends, Problems & 

Opportunities.

• Close the call with summary of 

understanding, and commitment to action.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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The Money CircleThe Money CircleThe Money CircleThe Money Circle
Make Every Call a Money Call!

Where have 
your friends in 
the industry 
have been 

interviewing? 
What have 

they liked/not 
liked?

Who do you 
know who can 
solve problem 

X)?

What critical problems 
does your company need 

to solve?

Tell me about 
your 

experiences in 
working with 
...(person X).

Tell me about 
you– What 
are you 

looking for 
in your next 

job?

What do you see as some of the 
issues & trends effecting our 

industry today?
(c) Kurke Report 2017
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The Money CircleThe Money CircleThe Money CircleThe Money Circle
Make Every Call a Money Call!

Where have 
your friends in 
the industry 
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Marketing Calls
• Establish credibility by acknowledging connection between 

Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities

– “For many of my clients, the rising gas prices are wreaking havoc on 
their travel budgets and putting a real dent in margins over the past 
two quarters.”

• Present candidates in terms of how they can solve a SPECIFIC 
problem or capture a SPECIFIC opportunity

– “I’ve evaluated a candidate that has a track record of repeatedly 
renegotiated fixed price agreements with suppliers, saving over $14m 
in annualized expenses.”

• Close for agreement around the problem or the opportunity.

– “Are you struggling with similar challenges in your organization?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Business Development Calls

Ask questions to understand Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities
– What are the Issues in your competitive marketplace that are impacting your 

company’s success?

– What are the external trends that are impacting your company’s success?

– What’s going on in your world that’s making it hard for your company to generate 
revenue?

– What’s going on in your world that’s making it difficult for your company to improve 
margins? (that = save $ in THEIR terms)

– What are the top three priorities on your CEO’s plate right now?

– When you win in today’s competitive marketplace, why do your customers say you’ve 
won?

– If you lose in today’s competitive marketplace, why do you lose?

– What business problems does your company help your customers solve? (although, 
you can often get that from their web site.)

– If you could change one thing that you think would help your company generate more 
revenue, what would that be? Who’s got the  authority to do that?

– If you could change one thing that you think would help your company reduce costs, 
what would that me? Who’s got the authority to do that?

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Spec Development Calls

Ask questions to understand job specs & required qualifications 
in terms of Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities

– “Before we go into the specifics, let’s back up. Tell me about the 
Business problems you’re trying to solve that prompted you to create 
the role. Because filling this Recruiting Assignment is going to be 
hard work, cost you a lot of money, and take a lot of time. If I can 
help you avoid those, but still solve the problem, you’ll be hero!”

– “What problems does the person in this role need to solve?”

– “What opportunities does the person in this role need to capture?”

– “Most companies in this world exist to generate profit for the 
stakeholders. That means some of the people in the organization 
contribute to generating revenue, and others contribute to reducing 
costs. Where in that equation does this role fit?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Candidate Development Calls

Present opportunities in terms of problems to be solved and opportunities to be 
captured
– “I’m an executive recruiter, and I work with my clients to help them attract talented 

individuals with a track record in expanding marketshare through on-point product 
roll-outs. Who do you know that likes to do that?

Gather data about candidate backgrounds in terms of the problems they’ve solved 
and the opportunities they’ve captured, not just duties and responsibilities. 
– “Most companies in this world exist to generate profit for the stakeholders. That 

means some of the people in the organization contribute to generating revenue, and 
others contribute to reducing costs. Where in that equation are you in your current 
job?”

– “What have you done to increase revenues?”

– “What have you done to decrease costs?”

– “What have you done to improve the process?”

– “How do you stand out amongst your peers?”

– “What are the most significant problems you’ve helped your current employer solve?”

– “What are the most significant opportunities you’ve helped your current employer 
capture?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Presentation Calls

• Leverage opportunity to establish credibility and expertise

• Present Candidates in terms of Issues & Trends, Problems & 
Opportunities

– “She had noticed that Sarbanes Oxley was a fact of life in the IT 
systems world (issue), and that the pressure to get compliant could 
cost her employer millions (problem). She successfully implemented 
an audit protocol that enabled her current employer to go-live with 
a new system, meaning that they saved $2m.”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Prep Calls
• Highlight the Issues & Trends that are driving 

Problems & Opportunities

• Draw focus to similarities between problem solved 

& opportunities captured 

Tell Candidate:

– “What you’ll learn is that what they need done is what 

you love doing. . .” 

Tell Client:

– “What you’ll learn during tomorrow’s meeting is how 

passionate Jeremy is about solving the problem that is 

currently front and center for you . . .”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Debrief Calls
Evaluate Fit in terms of problems & opportunities

Ask Candidate:

– “Are you clear on what they need to accomplish (problem solved & 
opportunity captured)?”

– “Can you do what they need done? Highlight for me where you’ve 
done that in your past.”

– “Do you want to do what they need done?”

Ask Client:

– “Are they clear on what you need to accomplish?”

– “Can they do what you need to accomplish?”

• Share examples you learned during candidate debrief.

– “Do you want them to do what you need done?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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We are in business to make placements, 
BUT…

NEVER Forget that:

Our success is a function of our ability to help 

our client make money and save money.

Which is impacted by Problems & Opportunities;

And are created as a result of Issues & Trends.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Closing Thoughts
• Be BOLD in your actions and commitments. 

• Match prospecting strategies to the executive 

at whatever level you’re calling

• Link business issues to problems you can help 

solve

• Where ever you are in doing the job, BE 

THERE 100%.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Sad Statistics*

• Between business, home and mobile phones, 
there are an estimated 200m+ voicemail 
subscribers. 

• 92% of all business calls end up in voicemail.

• The average employee receives 
about 287 communications a 
day by paper, voicemail, 
email, phone, etc. 

• Between business, home and mobile phones, 
there are an estimated 200m+ voicemail 
subscribers. 

• 92% of all business calls end up in voicemail.

• The average employee receives 
about 287 communications a 
day by paper, voicemail, 
email, phone, etc. 

*from a Pitney Bowes study

34

Expect to roll to Voice Mail

• Based on these statistics we should expect 9 of 
every 10 calls we make will end in Voicemail

– Don’t be surprised by VM

– Be Prepared for VM

• Take advantage of VM when you have the 
opportunity

– Execute VM to your advantage

– Have strategy
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Being unprepared for VM means 

being disappointed and ineffective 

90% of the time!

36

So where does that leave us?  –

Love/Hate Relationship

• We love it when 

we can use it to 

screen calls. 

• We hate it when 

others use it to 

screen   OUR

calls! 
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Paradigm shift

Traditionally, recruiters have seen 
voicemail as an obstacle to progress.

Today, voicemail is so prevalent we 
must learn to make it a tool of our 
success.

Traditionally, recruiters have seen 
voicemail as an obstacle to progress.

Today, voicemail is so prevalent we 
must learn to make it a tool of our 
success.

38

Instead of passively reacting to VM…

…actively leverage VM

Instead of leaving ordinary VM…

…differentiate yourself with extraordinary VM

Instead being frustrated by VM…

…use it as a powerful tool for action
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notnot

Good voicemail…

40

Every Voicemail should have a reason …

Actually…

every communication should have a reason,

and  a VM should advance that reason!

• Ask yourself “What is the strategic purpose 

the call?”

• How can you make the VM effective
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WHEN

1. The recipient is unreachable
– Is incommunicado

– You'd prefer to talk directly
• VM is second best option

2. To avoid a two-way conversation with 
the recipient

– Save time

– Avoid questions

– Control topic

WHENWHENWHENWHEN to use Voicemail

42

WHY

1. To inform the recipient
– Impart information

– One way communication

– May not require acknowledgement

2. To request response from recipient
– Confirm understanding or agreement

– Give you information

– Perform an action

WHYWHYWHYWHY to use Voicemail
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HOW

• Grab their attention!

• Pace Yourself

• No WIMP words

• Simplify structure

• Keep it Moving Forward

• Get your VM Answered

• Use your personality

• Make 24/7 work for you

HOWHOWHOWHOW to use Voicemail

44

Grab their attention!

• Make them want to listen to it

• Tell them what you’re going to tell them

• Tell them what you need to tell them

• Communicate a call to action

• Tone, enthusiasm, emphasis

• Project positive energy

• Smile

HOW
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Pace Yourself

• Pause. 

– People can’t listen and comprehend simultaneously

– It can communicate volumes

• Rate: Talk at 140 words/minute

– For optimal comprehension

HOW
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HOW

� To make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, first you need to

acquire the following ingredients: peanut butter, jelly, two

slices of bread, and some sort of utensil used for spreading

(preferably a butter knife). Next, you need to take two pieces

of the bread and spread a layer of peanut butter on one piece

and a layer of jelly on the other piece using your spreading

utensil. Be sure to wipe the knife in between applying the

peanut butter and the jelly, or you’ll get one into the other.

Note that the amount of peanut butter and jelly you use

depends on your particular taste. Finally, you put the two

pieces of bread together - the peanut butter matching up ·

with the jelly, and there you have it, a peanut butter ·

and jelly sandwich - ready for eating!

� To make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, first you need to

acquire the following ingredients: peanut butter, jelly, two

slices of bread, and some sort of utensil used for spreading

(preferably a butter knife). Next, you need to take two pieces

of the bread and spread a layer of peanut butter on one piece

and a layer of jelly on the other piece using your spreading

utensil. Be sure to wipe the knife in between applying the

peanut butter and the jelly, or you’ll get one into the other.

Note that the amount of peanut butter and jelly you use

depends on your particular taste. Finally, you put the two

pieces of bread together - the peanut butter matching up ·

with the jelly, and there you have it, a peanut butter ·

and jelly sandwich - ready for eating!
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Drop the WIMP words

• Maybe

• Possibly

• Sort of

• I think

• A Chance

• If you could please

• If you don’t mind

HOW

48

Simplify the structure

• Separate VM messages 

for separate topics.

• Avoid “Oh, and one more thing...“

HOW
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Keep it moving forward

• Always propose a next step with specifics

• Create a starting point for the next 

conversation

HOW

50

Get your VM answered

• Give them the tools they need

– Leave your phone number 
-TWICE.

– Leave an email address

• Leave a WIIFM

HOW
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Let your personality shine

• Add the element of surprise

• Make it your signaturesignaturesignaturesignature

• It’s about being a person
(not a message)

HOW

52

Make 24/7 work for YOU!

Share successes

Express appreciation

Share industry news

Make it about business

Make it personal

Manage deal details

Leave information (with no action required)

Create intrigue

HOW
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WHAT

� Tell them what you want them to 

know

� Ask them for what you want

� Take a Stand

WHATWHATWHATWHAT to say in a Voicemail

54

Tell them what you want 

them to know

• Ordinary

– She’s worked for Oracle and then Peoplesoft, and 

now she works for Saba.

• Effective

– Here’s what you need to know. Shannon has a 

history of hitting quota for each of the past 10 

years and she’s ready to do it again.

WHAT
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Ask for what you want

• Ordinary

– Call me after your interview when you get a 

chance.

• Effective

– I’ll expect your call within 15 minutes of leaving 

your interview so I can plan the next steps based 

on what you want.

WHAT

56

Take a stand

• Ordinary

– I think you might sort of like him.

• Effective

– This is an excellent auditor for your team.

WHAT
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Outbound Message

• Your outbound VM should be clear, concise and include a Call 
to Action
– Set a good example

– As a caller, I don’t care if you’re “sorry I missed your call” or “your call 
is very important to me”

– And, I don’t believe you’ll get back to me “as soon as possible”. You’ll 
get back to me when you decide it’s worth getting back to me!

– And you REALLY don’t need me to leave the time or date that I called 
because your system probably does that FOR you.

– Don’t make promises you don’t keep, eg returning calls by the end of 
the day

• You’re creating an impression. Make it count.

WHAT

58

Outbound Message

• Ordinary
– Hello, you’ve reached the voicemail box of Susan Miller, 

executive recruiter with Smith Companies. I’m either on the 
phone or away from my office right now, but your call is 
important to me. Please leave a message with the date 
and time that you called, and I’ll get back to you as soon as 
I can. Thanks for calling, and have a nice day.

• Effective
– This is voicemail for Susan Miller for Wednesday, October 

12th. I’ll be on scheduled calls between 9-noon, but I will be 
returning calls between 3-4 this afternoon. Please leave a 
detailed message with a request for action, and I’ll be 
prepared when I call you back. Thanks for calling.

WHAT
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Marketing

• The Ordinary
– HelloMrMillerI’mcallingfromABCRecruitingCompanyandI’m

wonderingifyouhaveanyopeningsonyourteamthatyou’reha
vingtroublefillingIcanbereachedat202-555-1010. 

• The Effective
– Mr. Miller, I’m calling from Recruiting Company ABC. 

(pause) I noticed the posting for a plastics engineer on your 
web site, and that’s what we’re good at (pause) – helping 
companies find good plastics engineers. I’m proposing we  
meet to discuss how our successes can help you. Does that 
work for you?

WHAT

60

Recruiting

• The Ordinary
– John, you don’t know me. My name is Steve Kavan and I’m 

an executive recruiter working on a job order. Call me at 
your earlier convenience at 202-555-1010.

• The Effective
– John, we’ve been engaged by one of our clients to identify 

a new VP of Sales to help grow what is already an $80m 
highly regarded business. Based on your reputation within 
Company C, I’d like to schedule a confidential conversation 
to determine if this is right for you – or for someone in your 
personal network. Call me this afternoon at 202-555-1010.

WHAT
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Prep Calls

• The Ordinary

– Gary, this is Steve Miller from ABC Group. I’m calling to 

remind you that you’ve got an interview with Tom Smith 

tomorrow. He’ll call you at 2:00p. If that doesn’t work 

anymore, please just call me and I’ll reschedule. 

• The Effective

– Gary. Steve Miller. Here’s what you need to know for your 

meeting with Tom Smith tomorrow to be a good use of 

your time. 

WHAT

62

Debrief Calls

• The Ordinary

– So, how did it go?

• The Effective

– Tim, I’m eager to hear about your interview. Here are the 
three questions I’ll want to review with you:

One, Do you have a clear picture of what they need 
done? 

Two, Can you do what they need done? And, 
thirdly, what’s your current assessment on whether or not 

you want to do what they need done?  Call me as soon 
you’re finished with your interview and we’ll plan next 
steps.

WHAT
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Follow-up Calls

• There are always LOTS of them in any deal. 

• Great opportunity to demonstrate action orientation.

• Leverage your verbal calling card. 

• Ordinary
– Joe, I’m calling to follow up on your question. Please call me at your 

earliest convenience.

• Effective
– Joe, it's Stan. You asked about Susan’s tenure in her last job. Susan has 

been with her current employer for 15 months, and in that time, she 
has reduced costs by 25%. Just what you’re hoping for in your shop. 
She’s looking forward to meeting with you tomorrow at 4p. Call me 
abut any other information that will make tomorrow’s meeting more 
productive.

WHAT

64

Exercise: Practice Voicemails

Script VM

1. Select a call type

2. Anticipate that you’ll roll into voicemail

3. Script your voicemail message 

Tell them what you want them to know

Ask them for what you want

Take a stand
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Exercise: Practice Voicemails

Pair Up

1. Find a partner

2. Exchange cell phone numbers

3. Leave your scripted message in your 

partner’s voicemail

66

Exercise: Practice Voicemails

Listen to VM

1. Listen to your partner’s message in your voicemail

2. Evaluate your partner’s message

– Why were they calling you? 

• What did they want to tell you?  

• What did they want? 

• Why did they think it mattered? 

– How might you respond to the message? 

3. Compare notes
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Remember

• Just because you made the call doesn’t mean you 

have to leave a voicemail. 

• Match your message content to the purpose of the 

message.

• How you leave the message can influence the 

effectiveness of what you leave in the message.

• Good voicemail advances deals, not stall deals.

• Good voicemail is a good thing.

Quantity v Quality
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Why does this matter?

� In a Candidate driven market:
it’s challenging to prioritize among the perils of 
plenty.

� In a Client driven market:
it’s challenging to distinguish between “the best 
of what I’ve got” and a “good Job Order”.

�As the market is shifting:
it’s challenging to balance short-term 
opportunity with long-term growth.

70

Let’s think about this  . . .

More is better ]
More what? More quality? More 
quantity?

All Job Orders are good Job 
Orders ��������

But some Job Orders are 
better than others . . . 

We can trust our “gut”. Θ
Even the healthiest gut 
experiences occasional 
indigestion. 

Clients always tell us the 
truth when giving us a Job 

Order 
� �� �� �� �

Recruiters have “Happy 
Ears” 

If I work harder, I’ll bill 
more $

If you work smarter, you wont 
have to work as hard and 
you’ll still bill more
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It’s a tough job…

Working a Job Order is like 

shooting at a target that is 

constantly moving. 

72

…So, to be successful

You have to continually shift the 

direction of your focus.
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1. Continually reevaluate the internal and external influences 

2. Compare Job Orders to one another 

3. Change your focus/shift our efforts

– Go back and change those external things that influence how they 
score in a criteria

– Go back and change those internal things that influence  how they 
score in a criteria

– Decide to walk away because their ranking has dropped

– Decide to work a Job Order because their ranking has shifted up

74

Job Order Score Card
Because: The key to Upgrading your Job 

Order inventory is to analyze and 

understand the current realities of your inventory so you know 

what (and how) to upgrade.
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Job Order Score Card:
A FIVE STEP SYSTEM

Step 1: Define criteria

� What should we look at or consider when we evaluate a Job 
Order?

Step 2: Create scoring range

� What is the high/low or good/bad as it relates to each criteria?

Step 3: Evaluate 

� How does the Job Order score in each criteria?

Step 4: Rank and Compare

� How do Job Orders compare to each other?

Step 5: Analyze

� How do I translate analysis into action?

76
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Step 1: Define criteria

78

Criteria

Urgency: The speed with which the client will move in filling the position.

Criticality: Degree to which the client values finding the “perfect” match over 
filling the position quickly. 

Cooperativeness: The working relationship between recruiter and client. 

Fee Potential: The earnings potential from completing the search.

Hiring Process: Client’s commitment to predetermine the hiring process and 
their willingness to deviate if necessary

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to which the client takes ownership for selling 
candidates on taking the job

Job Appeal: Level of attraction the job will have to prospective recruits

Recruitability: Ease with which you’ll be able to identify & access the target 
candidate population

Key Account Potential: Importance of this search on a long-term & repeat 
placement relationship with client

Desk Builder: Degree to which new candidates from this project will reduce 
cycle time on other searches

Urgency: The speed with which the 
client will move in filling the 
position.

Criticality: Degree to which the 
client values finding the 
“perfect” match over filling the 
position quickly. 

Cooperativeness: The working 
relationship between recruiter 
and client. 

Fee Potential: The earnings 
potential from completing the 
search.

Hiring Process: Client’s 
commitment to predetermine 
the hiring process and their 
willingness to deviate if 
necessary

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to 
which the client takes ownership 
for selling candidates on taking 
the job

Job Appeal: Level of attraction 
the job will have to prospective 
recruits

Recruitability: Ease with which 
you’ll be able to identify & access 
the target candidate population

Key Account Potential:
Importance of this search on a 
long-term & repeat placement 
relationship with client

Desk Builder: Degree to which 
new candidates from this project 
will reduce cycle time on other 
searches
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Criteria

Urgency: The speed with which the client will move in filling the position.

Criticality: Degree to which the client values finding the “perfect” match over 
filling the position quickly. 

Cooperativeness: The working relationship between recruiter and client. 

Fee Potential: The earnings potential from completing the search.

Hiring Process: Client’s commitment to predetermine the hiring process and 
their willingness to deviate if necessary

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to which the client takes ownership for selling 
candidates on taking the job

Job Appeal: Level of attraction the job will have to prospective recruits

Recruitability: Ease with which you’ll be able to identify & access the target 
candidate population

Key Account Potential: Importance of this search on a long-term & repeat 
placement relationship with client

Desk Builder: Degree to which new candidates from this project will reduce 
cycle time on other searches

80

Step 2: Create Scoring Range

Define an appropriate 10 point scale for each criteria
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Criteria: Urgency

Urgency:  The speed with which the client will move in filling the 
position.

EventuallyEventuallyEventuallyEventually

Start date is more than 
one quarter out, “as soon 
as possible”, “whenever”, 
or some other non-
decisive timeframe

NowNowNowNow

Required start date is within one 
month and the hiring process will be 

completed within two weeks

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria

82

Criteria: Criticality

Criticality:  The degree to which the client values finding the 
“perfect” match over filling the position quickly. 

Extremely PickyExtremely PickyExtremely PickyExtremely Picky

Client will wait forever 
rather than risk hiring 
someone who is not a 
perfect fit

AccommodatingAccommodatingAccommodatingAccommodating

Client is willing to be more flexible 
in the hiring profile because it is so 

important to fill the position 
quickly. Client concentrates on 

“knocking in” rather than “knocking 
out”

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Cooperativeness

Cooperativeness:  The working relationship between recruiter and 
client. 

ReluctantReluctantReluctantReluctant

Client has made it clear 
they would prefer not to 
hire through a recruiter

Fully CooperativeFully CooperativeFully CooperativeFully Cooperative

Client has given you an exclusive, 
takes your calls, trusts your 

judgment and sees candidates 
specifically on your 

recommendation

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria

84

Criteria: Fee Potential

Fee Potential:  The earnings potential from completing the search.

ReducedReducedReducedReduced

Deeply discounted fee, 
extended guarantee 
and/or payment schedule

FullFullFullFull

Full fee with no exceptions to 
guarantee or payment policy

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Hiring Process

Hiring Process:  Client’s commitment to predetermine the hiring 
process & their willingness to deviate if necessary

UnpreparedUnpreparedUnpreparedUnprepared

Client will be creating 
hiring process as you go 
along

Concise & CommittedConcise & CommittedConcise & CommittedConcise & Committed

Hiring process is clear, you 
understand it, client is committed 

to the process and is willing to 
deviate when necessary

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Sell in v. Screen out

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to which the client takes ownership 
for selling candidates on taking the job. 

BlaseBlaseBlaseBlase

Client believes that “it’s 
the candidates’ job to sell 
me on them”

Great PitcherGreat PitcherGreat PitcherGreat Pitcher

Client will be aggressive in pursuing 
or “selling” candidates on taking the 

job

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Job Appeal

Job Appeal:  The level of attraction the job will have to 
prospective recruits. 

Not appealingNot appealingNot appealingNot appealing

Major red flags around 
dimensions of the job, eg 
compensation, benefits, 
company reputation, 
travel or commuting 
requirements, duties and 
responsibilities

EnticingEnticingEnticingEnticing

The job is easy and fun to describe; 
compensation and benefits are 

attractive; the company has a good 
reputation in the candidate 

marketplace

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Recruitability

Recruitability:  The ease with which you’ll be able to identify and 
access the target candidate population. 

DifficultDifficultDifficultDifficult

Hiring profile is so 
attribute driven or 
generic that any human 
being qualifies

EasyEasyEasyEasy

You have a clear road map to the 
function/title and/or company 

affiliation of the desired candidate

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Key Account Potential

Key Account Potential:  Importance of search to a long-term and 
repeat placement relationship with client

Low ReturnLow ReturnLow ReturnLow Return

Working on this search 
won’t do anything to help 
you get future business 
with this client

High PayoffHigh PayoffHigh PayoffHigh Payoff

This client offers potential for 5+ 
placements per year and working on 
this search is critical to continuing 

the relationship

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria

90

Criteria: Desk Builder

Desk Builder:  The degree to which new candidates from this 
project will reduce cycle time on other searches. 

LimitedLimitedLimitedLimited

Candidates generated 
during this search do not 
and are not likely to 
match any other searches

LeveragableLeveragableLeveragableLeveragable

You can present candidates from 
this search on at least two other 

current Job Orders

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Step 3: Evaluate Job Orders

92

Evaluate Job Orders
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Evaluate Job Orders

94

Evaluate Job Orders
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Evaluate Job Orders

96

Evaluate Job Orders
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Step 4: Rank and Compare

2

98

Rank and Compare
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Rank and Compare

100

Step 5: Analyze

– Diagnose and address problems

– Determine search focus/priorities

– Determine marketing

focus/priorities
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Analyze

102

Analyze
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Analyze

104

Analyze
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Try this on your Job Orders

Step 1: Define criteria

Step 2: Create range

Step 3: Evaluate

Step 4: Rank and Compare

Step 5: Analyze

106

Job Order Inventory
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Job Order Influences

– EXTERNAL: Issues and Trends

– INTERNAL: Client Dynamics

Client

108

Remember . . .

– Quality is more important than Quantity

– Every Job Order has strengths and weaknesses

– Happy Ears need to be Critical Ears

– Feel your gut but listen to your head

– If you work smarter, you’ll work less and bill more
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Top 10 Tips to be a 

Power Closer

Close Early and Often

• Frame up any Relationship with the “3 Questions”.

– Do you know what they need done?

– Can you do what they need done?

– Do you WANT to do what they need done?

• Position it as a process.

– Every step in the process is focused on getting answers to 
those 3 questions

• It’s a mindset. 
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The Power of Y
• Why is that?

• What makes you say that?

• What’s the Question behind the Question?

• Get at the REAL issue!

Explore the alternative

• Offer two possible actions

– Sometimes called the alternate choice close

– An oldie, but a goody

• Examine the flip side

– What’s the implication of NOT moving forward?

– What will you miss if you DON’T (or, the opposite action to 

what you’re hoping for)
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Take a stand

• Make a suggestion

• Recommend an action

• “Why don’t we do this . . .”

WIIFM

• Always suggest an action or advancement in 

terms of WWIFM for the person you’re talking 

to

– Not just when you’re closing

– Not just when you’re selling

– Not just when you’re begging

• ALWAYS
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Slow it down to speed it up

• Work the process backwards 

• Stay focused on what they’re trying to 

accomplish, not just the close

1+1>2

• Bring in another resource

• Position them as an expert 

– the industry, the process, the angst
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Trial Closes

• “Is that a question that influences whether or 

not you’ll take the job or what you’d want to 

do once you’re in the job?”

• “Do we know everything we need to know to 

decide if this is the right decision?”

Today’s Ben Franklin

• Do it TOGETHER

• Use email to your advantage to build a dynamic, iterative 
document

• Think in terms of “columns”

– Left hand column is the criteria – for making a hire, or taking the job

– Include a column for “staying where you are” – helps with the 
counteroffer discussion

– Consider adding a column for “as yet undiscovered”

• It’s about decisions.
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ACTION!

• It’s all about advancement

– Big step or baby step, as longs as it’s a step 

FORWARD

• Every, every conversation

• NEVER leave a conversation without an 

advancement!

Action Planning
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Today’s Great Ideas

Tomorrow’s Payoff

Here’s the plan:

1. Collect golden 

nuggets

2. Chose for impact

3. Plan for action

4. Enjoy RESULTS
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Golden Nuggets

•What are all the good 

ideas you’ve learned at 

this meeting?

OVERLOAD!

•You can’t do it all now.

Start with what’s best for you.
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Of all the things I’ve learned . .

•What are the 

top three things 

for me that will 

contribute to 

my success.

1.______________

2.______________

3.______________

126
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Plan S.M.A.R.T.

• Remember to Define your intentions as: 

–Specific

–Measurable

–Attainable

–Realistic

–Time-Based

1. Desired Result. (Be S.M.A.R.T.)S.M.A.R.T.)S.M.A.R.T.)S.M.A.R.T.)

2. Required Behavior 
(What will I have to do to accomplish that?)

3. Anticipate Obstacles 
(What might interfere with my success?)

4. Plan for Success 
(How do I plan around those potential obstacles?)

5. Exchange of commitment 
(To whom and when, will I 
report my progress?)

Golden Nuggets:  Plan for Action
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(c) Kurke Report 2017 129

Questions?

Kathleen Kurke
kathleentkurke@gmail.com

•HANDOU

TS
(c) Kurke Report 2017 130
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2017:
Your Year of Volume & Velocity

TRA National Conference
February 23, 2017

132

Recruiter’s Perspective:

“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”“Who do you want to hire?”

Client’s Perspective

“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”“Get my product to market”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Client Perspective

Client

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Information Sources: Issues/Trends
• Consumer News Sources

• Online news sources

• Local or national newspapers

• TV and radio

• Cocktail conversations

• Business News Sources
• Wall Street Journal

• Internet News sources

• Business Week

• Forbes

• Industry/Functional News Sources
• Earnings Calls

• On-line newsletters

• Trade Publications (editorials)

• Specialized conferences (think content)

• Blogs

• Client newsletters/e-zines

• Specialized associations

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Problem

Issue/Trend

Opportunity

Causalities

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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New Perspective

• Here’s what we do:

We help companies find, attract and hire talent to 

solve problems and capture opportunities that will 

help them make money and reduce expenses to 

increase their profits.

• Remember:

Our success is a function of our ability to help our 

clients make money and save money.

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Marketing Calls
• Establish credibility by acknowledging connection between 

Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities

– “For many of my clients, the rising gas prices are wreaking havoc on 
their travel budgets and putting a real dent in margins over the past 
two quarters.”

• Present candidates in terms of how they can solve a SPECIFIC 
problem or capture a SPECIFIC opportunity

– “I’ve evaluated a candidate that has a track record of repeatedly 
renegotiated fixed price agreements with suppliers, saving over $14m 
in annualized expenses.”

• Close for agreement around the problem or the opportunity.

– “Are you struggling with similar challenges in your organization?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Business Development Calls

Ask questions to understand Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities
– What are the Issues in your competitive marketplace that are impacting your 

company’s success?

– What are the external trends that are impacting your company’s success?

– What’s going on in your world that’s making it hard for your company to generate 
revenue?

– What’s going on in your world that’s making it difficult for your company to improve 
margins? (that = save $ in THEIR terms)

– What are the top three priorities on your CEO’s plate right now?

– When you win in today’s competitive marketplace, why do your customers say you’ve 
won?

– If you lose in today’s competitive marketplace, why do you lose?

– What business problems does your company help your customers solve? (although, 
you can often get that from their web site.)

– If you could change one thing that you think would help your company generate more 
revenue, what would that be? Who’s got the  authority to do that?

– If you could change one thing that you think would help your company reduce costs, 
what would that me? Who’s got the authority to do that?

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Spec Development Calls

Ask questions to understand job specs & required qualifications 
in terms of Issues & Trends, Problems & Opportunities

– “Before we go into the specifics, let’s back up. Tell me about the 
Business problems you’re trying to solve that prompted you to create 
the role. Because filling this Recruiting Assignment is going to be 
hard work, cost you a lot of money, and take a lot of time. If I can 
help you avoid those, but still solve the problem, you’ll be hero!”

– “What problems does the person in this role need to solve?”

– “What opportunities does the person in this role need to capture?”

– “Most companies in this world exist to generate profit for the 
stakeholders. That means some of the people in the organization 
contribute to generating revenue, and others contribute to reducing 
costs. Where in that equation does this role fit?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Candidate Development Calls

Present opportunities in terms of problems to be solved and opportunities to be 
captured
– “I’m an executive recruiter, and I work with my clients to help them attract talented 

individuals with a track record in expanding marketshare through on-point product 
roll-outs. Who do you know that likes to do that?

Gather data about candidate backgrounds in terms of the problems they’ve solved 
and the opportunities they’ve captured, not just duties and responsibilities. 
– “Most companies in this world exist to generate profit for the stakeholders. That 

means some of the people in the organization contribute to generating revenue, and 
others contribute to reducing costs. Where in that equation are you in your current 
job?”

– “What have you done to increase revenues?”

– “What have you done to decrease costs?”

– “What have you done to improve the process?”

– “How do you stand out amongst your peers?”

– “What are the most significant problems you’ve helped your current employer solve?”

– “What are the most significant opportunities you’ve helped your current employer 
capture?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Presentation Calls

• Leverage opportunity to establish credibility and expertise

• Present Candidates in terms of Issues & Trends, Problems & 
Opportunities

– “She had noticed that Sarbanes Oxley was a fact of life in the IT 
systems world (issue), and that the pressure to get compliant could 
cost her employer millions (problem). She successfully implemented 
an audit protocol that enabled her current employer to go-live with 
a new system, meaning that they saved $2m.”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Prep Calls
• Highlight the Issues & Trends that are driving 

Problems & Opportunities

• Draw focus to similarities between problem solved 

& opportunities captured 

Tell Candidate:

– “What you’ll learn is that what they need done is what 

you love doing. . .” 

Tell Client:

– “What you’ll learn during tomorrow’s meeting is how 

passionate Jeremy is about solving the problem that is 

currently front and center for you . . .”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Debrief Calls
Evaluate Fit in terms of problems & opportunities

Ask Candidate:

– “Are you clear on what they need to accomplish (problem solved & 
opportunity captured)?”

– “Can you do what they need done? Highlight for me where you’ve 
done that in your past.”

– “Do you want to do what they need done?”

Ask Client:

– “Are they clear on what you need to accomplish?”

– “Can they do what you need to accomplish?”

• Share examples you learned during candidate debrief.

– “Do you want them to do what you need done?”

(c) Kurke Report 2017
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Remember

• Just because you made the call doesn’t mean you 

have to leave a voicemail. 

• Match your message content to the purpose of the 

message.

• How you leave the message can influence the 

effectiveness of what you leave in the message.

• Good voicemail advances deals, not stall deals.

• Good voicemail is a good thing.
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Giving Good Voicemail

146

Paradigm shift

Traditionally, recruiters have seen 
voicemail as an obstacle to progress.

Today, voicemail is so prevalent we 
must learn to make it a tool of our 
success.

Traditionally, recruiters have seen 
voicemail as an obstacle to progress.

Today, voicemail is so prevalent we 
must learn to make it a tool of our 
success.
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WHEN

1. The recipient is unreachable
– Is incommunicado

– You'd prefer to talk directly
• VM is second best option

2. To avoid a two-way conversation with 
the recipient

– Save time

– Avoid questions

– Control topic

WHENWHENWHENWHEN to use Voicemail

148

WHY

1. To inform the recipient
– Impart information

– One way communication

– May not require acknowledgement

2. To request response from recipient
– Confirm understanding or agreement

– Give you information

– Perform an action

WHYWHYWHYWHY to use Voicemail
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HOW

• Grab their attention!

• Pace Yourself

• No WIMP words

• Simplify structure

• Keep it Moving Forward

• Get your VM Answered

• Use your personality

• Make 24/7 work for you

HOWHOWHOWHOW to use Voicemail

150

WHAT

� Tell them what you want them to 

know

� Ask them for what you want

� Take a Stand

WHATWHATWHATWHAT to say in a Voicemail
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Tell them what you want 

them to know

• Ordinary

– She’s worked for Oracle and then Peoplesoft, and 

now she works for Saba.

• Effective

– Here’s what you need to know. Shannon has a 

history of hitting quota for each of the past 10 

years and she’s ready to do it again.

WHAT

152

Ask for what you want

• Ordinary

– Call me after your interview when you get a 

chance.

• Effective

– I’ll expect your call within 15 minutes of leaving 

your interview so I can plan the next steps based 

on what you want.

WHAT
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Take a stand

• Ordinary

– I think you might sort of like him.

• Effective

– This is an excellent auditor for your team.

WHAT

154

Outbound Message

• Your outbound VM should be clear, concise and include a Call 
to Action
– Set a good example

– As a caller, I don’t care if you’re “sorry I missed your call” or “your call 
is very important to me”

– And, I don’t believe you’ll get back to me “as soon as possible”. You’ll 
get back to me when you decide it’s worth getting back to me!

– And you REALLY don’t need me to leave the time or date that I called 
because your system probably does that FOR you.

– Don’t make promises you don’t keep, eg returning calls by the end of 
the day

• You’re creating an impression. Make it count.

WHAT
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Outbound Message

• Ordinary
– Hello, you’ve reached the voicemail box of Susan Miller, 

executive recruiter with Smith Companies. I’m either on the 
phone or away from my office right now, but your call is 
important to me. Please leave a message with the date 
and time that you called, and I’ll get back to you as soon as 
I can. Thanks for calling, and have a nice day.

• Effective
– This is voicemail for Susan Miller for Wednesday, October 

12th. I’ll be on scheduled calls between 9-noon, but I will be 
returning calls between 3-4 this afternoon. Please leave a 
detailed message with a request for action, and I’ll be 
prepared when I call you back. Thanks for calling.

WHAT

156

Marketing

• The Ordinary
– HelloMrMillerI’mcallingfromABCRecruitingCompanyandI’m

wonderingifyouhaveanyopeningsonyourteamthatyou’reha
vingtroublefillingIcanbereachedat202-555-1010. 

• The Effective
– Mr. Miller, I’m calling from Recruiting Company ABC. 

(pause) I noticed the posting for a plastics engineer on your 
web site, and that’s what we’re good at (pause) – helping 
companies find good plastics engineers. I’m proposing we  
meet to discuss how our successes can help you. Does that 
work for you?

WHAT
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Recruiting

• The Ordinary
– John, you don’t know me. My name is Steve Kavan and I’m 

an executive recruiter working on a job order. Call me at 
your earlier convenience at 202-555-1010.

• The Effective
– John, we’ve been engaged by one of our clients to identify 

a new VP of Sales to help grow what is already an $80m 
highly regarded business. Based on your reputation within 
Company C, I’d like to schedule a confidential conversation 
to determine if this is right for you – or for someone in your 
personal network. Call me this afternoon at 202-555-1010.

WHAT

158

Prep Calls

• The Ordinary

– Gary, this is Steve Miller from ABC Group. I’m calling to 

remind you that you’ve got an interview with Tom Smith 

tomorrow. He’ll call you at 2:00p. If that doesn’t work 

anymore, please just call me and I’ll reschedule. 

• The Effective

– Gary. Steve Miller. Here’s what you need to know for your 

meeting with Tom Smith tomorrow to be a good use of 

your time. 

WHAT
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Debrief Calls

• The Ordinary

– So, how did it go?

• The Effective

– Tim, I’m eager to hear about your interview. Here are the 
three questions I’ll want to review with you:

One, Do you have a clear picture of what they need 
done? 

Two, Can you do what they need done? And, 
thirdly, what’s your current assessment on whether or not 

you want to do what they need done?  Call me as soon 
you’re finished with your interview and we’ll plan next 
steps.

WHAT

160

Follow-up Calls

• There are always LOTS of them in any deal. 

• Great opportunity to demonstrate action orientation.

• Leverage your verbal calling card. 

• Ordinary
– Joe, I’m calling to follow up on your question. Please call me at your 

earliest convenience.

• Effective
– Joe, it's Stan. You asked about Susan’s tenure in her last job. Susan has 

been with her current employer for 15 months, and in that time, she 
has reduced costs by 25%. Just what you’re hoping for in your shop. 
She’s looking forward to meeting with you tomorrow at 4p. Call me 
abut any other information that will make tomorrow’s meeting more 
productive.

WHAT
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Quantity v Quality

162

Why does this matter?

� In a Candidate driven market:
it’s challenging to prioritize among the perils of 
plenty.

� In a Client driven market:
it’s challenging to distinguish between “the best 
of what I’ve got” and a “good Job Order”.

�As the market is shifting:
it’s challenging to balance short-term 
opportunity with long-term growth.
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Let’s think about this  . . .

More is better ]
More what? More quality? More 
quantity?

All Job Orders are good Job 
Orders ��������

But some Job Orders are 
better than others . . . 

We can trust our “gut”. Θ
Even the healthiest gut 
experiences occasional 
indigestion. 

Clients always tell us the 
truth when giving us a Job 

Order 
� �� �� �� �

Recruiters have “Happy 
Ears” 

If I work harder, I’ll bill 
more $

If you work smarter, you wont 
have to work as hard and 
you’ll still bill more

164

1. Continually reevaluate the internal and external influences 

2. Compare Job Orders to one another 

3. Change your focus/shift our efforts

– Go back and change those external things that influence how they 
score in a criteria

– Go back and change those internal things that influence  how they 
score in a criteria

– Decide to walk away because their ranking has dropped

– Decide to work a Job Order because their ranking has shifted up
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Criteria

Urgency: The speed with which the client will move in filling the position.

Criticality: Degree to which the client values finding the “perfect” match over 
filling the position quickly. 

Cooperativeness: The working relationship between recruiter and client. 

Fee Potential: The earnings potential from completing the search.

Hiring Process: Client’s commitment to predetermine the hiring process and 
their willingness to deviate if necessary

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to which the client takes ownership for selling 
candidates on taking the job

Job Appeal: Level of attraction the job will have to prospective recruits

Recruitability: Ease with which you’ll be able to identify & access the target 
candidate population

Key Account Potential: Importance of this search on a long-term & repeat 
placement relationship with client

Desk Builder: Degree to which new candidates from this project will reduce 
cycle time on other searches

166

Criteria: Urgency

Urgency:  The speed with which the client will move in filling the 
position.

EventuallyEventuallyEventuallyEventually

Start date is more than 
one quarter out, “as soon 
as possible”, “whenever”, 
or some other non-
decisive timeframe

NowNowNowNow

Required start date is within one 
month and the hiring process will be 

completed within two weeks

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Criticality

Criticality:  The degree to which the client values finding the 
“perfect” match over filling the position quickly. 

Extremely PickyExtremely PickyExtremely PickyExtremely Picky

Client will wait forever 
rather than risk hiring 
someone who is not a 
perfect fit

AccommodatingAccommodatingAccommodatingAccommodating

Client is willing to be more flexible 
in the hiring profile because it is so 

important to fill the position 
quickly. Client concentrates on 

“knocking in” rather than “knocking 
out”

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria

168

Criteria: Cooperativeness

Cooperativeness:  The working relationship between recruiter and 
client. 

ReluctantReluctantReluctantReluctant

Client has made it clear 
they would prefer not to 
hire through a recruiter

Fully CooperativeFully CooperativeFully CooperativeFully Cooperative

Client has given you an exclusive, 
takes your calls, trusts your 

judgment and sees candidates 
specifically on your 

recommendation

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Fee Potential

Fee Potential:  The earnings potential from completing the search.

ReducedReducedReducedReduced

Deeply discounted fee, 
extended guarantee 
and/or payment schedule

FullFullFullFull

Full fee with no exceptions to 
guarantee or payment policy

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Hiring Process

Hiring Process:  Client’s commitment to predetermine the hiring 
process & their willingness to deviate if necessary

UnpreparedUnpreparedUnpreparedUnprepared

Client will be creating 
hiring process as you go 
along

Concise & CommittedConcise & CommittedConcise & CommittedConcise & Committed

Hiring process is clear, you 
understand it, client is committed 

to the process and is willing to 
deviate when necessary

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Sell in v. Screen out

Sell in v. Screen out: Degree to which the client takes ownership 
for selling candidates on taking the job. 

BlaseBlaseBlaseBlase

Client believes that “it’s 
the candidates’ job to sell 
me on them”

Great PitcherGreat PitcherGreat PitcherGreat Pitcher

Client will be aggressive in pursuing 
or “selling” candidates on taking the 

job

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Job Appeal

Job Appeal:  The level of attraction the job will have to 
prospective recruits. 

Not appealingNot appealingNot appealingNot appealing

Major red flags around 
dimensions of the job, eg 
compensation, benefits, 
company reputation, 
travel or commuting 
requirements, duties and 
responsibilities

EnticingEnticingEnticingEnticing

The job is easy and fun to describe; 
compensation and benefits are 

attractive; the company has a good 
reputation in the candidate 

marketplace

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Recruitability

Recruitability:  The ease with which you’ll be able to identify and 
access the target candidate population. 

DifficultDifficultDifficultDifficult

Hiring profile is so 
attribute driven or 
generic that any human 
being qualifies

EasyEasyEasyEasy

You have a clear road map to the 
function/title and/or company 

affiliation of the desired candidate

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Criteria: Key Account Potential

Key Account Potential:  Importance of search to a long-term and 
repeat placement relationship with client

Low ReturnLow ReturnLow ReturnLow Return

Working on this search 
won’t do anything to help 
you get future business 
with this client

High PayoffHigh PayoffHigh PayoffHigh Payoff

This client offers potential for 5+ 
placements per year and working on 
this search is critical to continuing 

the relationship

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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175

Criteria: Desk Builder

Desk Builder:  The degree to which new candidates from this 
project will reduce cycle time on other searches. 

LimitedLimitedLimitedLimited

Candidates generated 
during this search do not 
and are not likely to 
match any other searches

LeveragableLeveragableLeveragableLeveragable

You can present candidates from 
this search on at least two other 

current Job Orders

Create Scoring Range for each Criteria
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Step 3: Evaluate Job Orders
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177

Step 4: Rank and Compare

2

178

Step 5: Analyze

– Diagnose and address problems

– Determine search focus/priorities

– Determine marketing

focus/priorities
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179

Job Order Inventory

180

Remember . . .

– Quality is more important than Quantity

– Every Job Order has strengths and weaknesses

– Happy Ears need to be Critical Ears

– Feel your gut but listen to your head

– If you work smarter, you’ll work less and bill more
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Top 10 Tips to be a 

Power Closer

Close Early and Often

• Frame up any Relationship with the “3 Questions”.

– Do you know what they need done?

– Can you do what they need done?

– Do you WANT to do what they need done?

• Position it as a process.

– Every step in the process is focused on getting answers to 
those 3 questions

• It’s a mindset. 
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The Power of Y
• Why is that?

• What makes you say that?

• What’s the Question behind the Question?

• Get at the REAL issue!

Explore the alternative

• Offer two possible actions

– Sometimes called the alternate choice close

– An oldie, but a goody

• Examine the flip side

– What’s the implication of NOT moving forward?

– What will you miss if you DON’T (or, the opposite action to 

what you’re hoping for)
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Take a stand

• Make a suggestion

• Recommend an action

• “Why don’t we do this . . .”

WIIFM

• Always suggest an action or advancement in 

terms of WWIFM for the person you’re talking 

to

– Not just when you’re closing

– Not just when you’re selling

– Not just when you’re begging

• ALWAYS
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Slow it down to speed it up

• Work the process backwards 

• Stay focused on what they’re trying to 

accomplish, not just the close

1+1>2

• Bring in another resource

• Position them as an expert 

– the industry, the process, the angst
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Trial Closes

• “Is that a question that influences whether or 

not you’ll take the job or what you’d want to 

do once you’re in the job?”

• “Do we know everything we need to know to 

decide if this is the right decision?”

Today’s Ben Franklin

• Do it TOGETHER

• Use email to your advantage to build a dynamic, iterative 
document

• Think in terms of “columns”

– Left hand column is the criteria – for making a hire, or taking the job

– Include a column for “staying where you are” – helps with the 
counteroffer discussion

– Consider adding a column for “as yet undiscovered”

• It’s about decisions.
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ACTION!

• It’s all about advancement

– Big step or baby step, as longs as it’s a step 

FORWARD

• Every, every conversation

• NEVER leave a conversation without an 

advancement!

Action Planning
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Of all the things I’ve learned . .

•What are the 

top three things 

for me that will 

contribute to 

my success.

1.______________

2.______________

3.______________

194
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(c) Kurke Report 2017 195

Questions?

Kathleen Kurke
kathleentkurke@gmail.com


